Should English as a lingua franca come in many varieties?
Yes! To both stimulate and recognize these Englishes, the EU should erect a language academy for Euro-English, coordinating various European Englishes (such as German English, Polish English, Spanish English and so on) because cosmopolitan ownership for English is to be the norm.

How can the principles of territoriality and personality be combined?
The principles of linguistic territoriality and personality should be combined to improve mobility and inclusion in linguistically mixed societies (such as Wales, Catalonia or Brussels) following two basic principles: (1) the equal recognition of autochthonous languages, giving more support to the weakest ones; and (2) pursuing non-segregation policies within the territories in order to bring people together instead of separating them.

Mobility and inclusion may best be combined in societies where everyone has the right to speak their own language and the duty to understand other languages of the territory.
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